BIOMEDICAL SERVICES

Advancing next generation healthcare research

WHAT WE DO
Innovative Blood Resources serves research, bioscience, and cell therapy industries in the expanding life sciences market. The service excellence and quality for which Innovative Blood Resources is known extends to the products and services provided by our new Biomedical Services Division.

WHAT WE OFFER
Look to Innovative Blood Resources to assist your organization in achieving FDA approval for screening and testing devices and support of human cells and tissues for research and product development. Innovative Blood Resources can help advance research through products and services that include:

- Red blood cells, platelets and plasma for research, manufacturing, product development, and clinical trials
- Cellular therapy products (e.g., stem cells, hematopoietic progenitor cells, mononuclear cells and blood components) for research and clinical trials
- Regulatory and Quality Systems consulting services for the tissue, cell therapy and regenerative medicine industry
- Cell therapy and clinical trial support
- Laboratory facilities and technical expertise available for performing testing to meet clients’ clinical needs

OUR EXPERIENCE
We have widespread experience in maintaining programs requiring human subjects and cGMP compliance. Routinely facilitating quick turn-around for human subjects’ approvals, IRB approval is generally received in one week. We operate under Federalwide Assurance (FWA #00005278MBC) and have adopted Federal Policy for the Protection of Human Subjects (also known as the Common Rule).

Our clients include organizations across the life science sector and academia. We currently serve customers in the following areas:

OUR COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
Our goal is to meet the needs of the life sciences industry with our expertise, quality and customer service. We have the ability to guide clients in clinical trial application in a FDA-regulated environment, and provide necessary blood component products in support of clinical trials.

Our advantage to researchers:
- Sample confidentiality and protection
- Access to blood, cell and tissue samples for research studies or clinical trials
- Rapid turnaround times available, 24/7/365 operation

To learn more, contact us at:
sales@innovativeblood.org | 1-888-980-8847 | InnovativeBloodResources.org